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Abstract. Self-injury is a maladaptive behavior described as the in-
tentional injuring of one’s own body without suicidal intent, and it is
very common in adolescents. The Experiential Avoidance model claims
it is a negatively reinforced strategy for terminating unwanted emotional
arousal, which reveals complex dynamics. Literature has not revealed
the role of diverse factors in affecting such a behavior. The aim of this
study is to model dynamics of self-injury in adolescence, through an
agent based modelling (ABM) approach, by focusing on network topolo-
gies (i.e., Uniform, Gaussian, Exponential), three main categories of risk
factors (i.e., Inner Factors, Outer Factors, Media Factors), and the in-
teraction between nodes. A probability to experience stressful events is
fixed, and the final number of self-injurious agents is the order parame-
ter. Results are expected to show the combine effect of risk factors and
topology, highlighting interesting scenarios about the complex dynamics
of the phenomenon.
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1 Introduction

Self-injury has been defined by the International Society for the Study of Self-
Injury as ”the deliberate, self-inflicted destruction of body tissue without suici-
dal intent” [1], where a definite intention to die discriminates a suicide attempt
from such a behavior. It is also defined as Deliberate Self-Harm (DSH) and
Non-Suicidal Self-Injury (NSSI). The set of behaviors consistently changes, de-
pending on the severity of the injury, the repetitiveness and pattern of behaviors.
It appears to be a maladaptive coping strategy, unlike a real purpose to die. A
clear discrimination between the two behaviors is problematic, since several re-
search stated that the suicidal intent is difficult to recognize [2]. However, the
high comorbidity between self-injury and suicidal behaviors, as well as the in-
creased suicide risk for people with self-injuy history, highlights the seriousness



of the behavior [3]. A relevant theoretical model is the Experiential Avoidance
Model, which asserts that self-injury is a negatively reinforced strategy to re-
duce or end an unwanted emotional arousal, and it involves any behavior suitable
to avoid eliciting stressful internal and external experiences (e.g. thoughts) [4].
The model highlighted the cyclical and complex dynamics, and the role of sev-
eral factors affecting the behavior. Indeed, the integrated theoretical model of
the development and maintenance of self-injury analyzed such dimensions. The
model states that some distal factors (e.g., childhood abuse) increase the risk
of engaging in self-injurious behaviors by interacting with intrapersonal and in-
terpersonal factors (e.g., poor communication skills). Moreover, several specific
factors (e.g. self-punishment) may interfere with the affect regulation of people,
producing a stress response, which may elicit self-injury [5]. Again, such a model
underlines the complex nature of self-injury, and the high number of factors af-
fecting it. Unfortunately, any research has yet shown the role of diverse factors
in impacting such a behavior. This study purposes to explore this aspect by the
implementation of an agent based model of self-injury in adolescents.

1.1 Aims of the study

The study aims to model the self-injurious behaviors in adolescence, through
an agent based modelling (ABM) approach. In particular, we focused on the
influence of the social network on self-injury, and we took into account three
different topologies of the network (i.e., Uniform, Gaussian, Exponential) as
first factor. Moreover, as previous studies showed the influence of various factors
in increasing such a behavior, three main categories of risk factors (i.e., Inner
Factors, Outer Factors, Media Factors) were chosen from literature. Finally,
the influence of self-injurious nodes (i.e., Peer Factor) was contemplated as a
dynamics parameter. Furthermore, a probability to experience stressful events
was considered as a fixed parameter (0.1), adopting a conservative decision to
avoid bias in the model. The order parameters were the final numbers of self-
harmer agents, and the interaction between nodes with different states.

Except for the topology factor, we assumed that all the factors contributed
directly to the dynamics system.

2 Method

2.1 The model

All the factors composing the model are described.
The fist factor (A) is the Topology of the Network, which is characterized by

Gaussian, Exponential or Uniform distribution of the nodes’ degree (ki). A Mon-
tecarlo method was implemented for the network structure. Each distribution is
described through an equation revealing the process through which an agent i is
connected with an agent j, so to produce an overall distribution of the variable
ki. A directed adjacency matrix was adopted to represent the social network. In



the Uniform Network, for each node i, a random number was extracted r ∈ (1, 1)
from a uniform distribution, which is the degree Ki of the subject i:

Ki = floor((rand ∗ (N − 1)) + 1) (1)

In the Gaussian Network, for each node i, and for each different node j, a
random number was extracted r ∈ (0, 1) from a uniform distribution, and we
approximated it to the nearest integer ∈ (0, 1). Then, a link between i and j was
settled when the resulting number was 1.

Lij = floor((rand ∗N) + 1) (2)

In the Exponential Network, for each node i, a random number was extracted
r ∈ (1, < N) from a uniform distribution. Such a number was accepted to be
the degree of the node i with a probability that scaled with the exponential of
the integer proposed.

ri = floor((rand ∗N) + 1) (3)

PKi = exp(−ri) (4)

If another random number extracted was smaller of PKi
, the degree of i was

accepted, on the contrary another uniformly distributed number was extracted
∈ (1, N).

The second factor is the Inner Factor (IF), consisting of psychological, and
biological features that increase or mediate the vulnerability to engage in self-
injury. It includes the following variables selected by recent literature [5–18]:
being female; poor self esteem, problem-solving and coping strategies; poor
body image; impulsivity; self-criticism; uncertain sex orientation; anxiety; trou-
ble sleeping at 12-14 years old; internalizing and externalizing problems; negative
affect and cognitive style; lower pain sensitivity; excessive reassurance seeking;
desire to see blood; sexual abuse.

It is modelled as a continuous parameter IFi ∈ (0, 1), that modulates the risk
factors introduced by the inner factors, following a gaussian distribution with
the parameters equal to Mean = β1, and Sd = β2 . It is represented by means
of the control parameter β0, which is 25%.

IFi = (randn ∗ β2) + β1 (5)

A weight of the Inner Factor (wIFi) was obtained by means of the equation
6:

wIFi = 0.25 ∗ IF (6)

The third factor is the Outer Factor (OF), consisting of people affecting
the node’s (individual) behavior, such as family, teachers, and other significant
people. Particularly, we selected the following variables from literature [10, 13,
14, 18–21]: a general poor relationship quality; poor family support; parental



criticism; mother mental illness and paternal depression; non-intact family at age
12. Peers are considered in the Peer Factor (PF). It is modelled as a continuous
parameter OFi ∈ (0, 1), that modulates the risk factors introduced by the outer
factors, following a gaussian distribution with the parameters equal to Mean =
γ1, and Sd = γ2 . It is represented by means of the control parameter γ0, which
is 25%.

OFi = (randn ∗ γ2) + γ1 (7)

A weigth of the Outer Factor (wOFi) was obtained by means of the equation
8:

wOFi = 0.25 ∗OF (8)

The forth factor is the Media Factor (MF), stating the influence of media,
such as tv, internet, and newspapers, according to specific literature [22–32]. It
is modelled as a continuous parameter MFi ∈ (0, 1) that modulates the risk
factors introduced by the media factors, , following a gaussian distribution with
the parameters equal to Mean = δ1, and Sd = δ2 . It is represented by means
of the control parameter δ0, which is 25%.

MFi = (randn ∗ δ2) + δ1 (9)

A weight of the Media Factor (wMFi) by means of the equation 10:

wMFi = 0.25 ∗MF (10)

Moreover, the probability to experience bad/stressing events in the life was
defined, as well as the fifth factor Peer Factor (E), both ranging within the
interval (0, 1), in order to seed the dynamics. The Peer Factor (PFi) is defined
as the density of self-injurious nodes in the network, and it is represented by
means of the control parameter ε0, which is 25%.

Finally, an Harm vector is stored as well, containing for each node and for
each time step if the node produced an injury, as a result of the model dynamics.

Then, we proceeded to the numerical simulation of the system, according to
the equation 11 which attests the probability of injury:

PIti = IFi ∗ β0 +OFi ∗ γ0 +MFi ∗ δ0 + PF t
i ∗ ε0 (11)

3 Preliminary results

Results shown the effect of risk factors on the number of self-injurious nodes
in the network, while little effect of the topology is displayed. Particularly, the
Peer Factor (PF) interacts with other considered Factors (IF, OF, MF) to modify
the network. As we decided to analyze each factor individually, figure 1 shows
the effect of Inner Factor on the number of self-harmers in the network. The
percentage of the Inner Factor is illustrated on the horizontal axis, and the



Fig. 1. Inner Factor effect

percentage of self-harmers is shown on the vertical axis. As the Inner Factor
increases, the number of self-harmers tend to grow until the 35% of total nodes
in the network. Uniform, Gaussian and Exponential networks display the same
trend, apparently revealing any effect on the network.

In figure 2 the effect of self-injurious nodes on the network is shown. The per-
centage of the Peer Factor is illustrated on the horizontal axis, and the percentage
of self-harmers is shown on the vertical axis. As the risk factor IF increases, PF
increases as well, and the number of self-harmers grows until the 35% of the
total nodes. Again, an effect of the topology is not revealed.

4 Conclusions

These results highlight interesting scenarios about the complex dynamics of the
phenomenon.

As a data collection about risk behaviors and self-injury was conducted
among adolescents, real data obtained by such a survey will be implemented
in the dataset, and all factors considered will be weighed.

Once validated, the model could be applied to other maladaptive behaviors,
such as gambling addiction, to better understanding them.



Fig. 2. Peer Factor effect
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